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UNIFIL'S FIRST SPANISH FLAG SWEARING CEREMONY FOR CIVILIAN
PERSONNEL

María Sureda Sánchez

With Security Council Resolutions 425 and 426, UNFIL was established in 1978 with the goal of
confirming the withdrawal of Israeli forces from southern Lebanon, restoring international peace and
security, and assisting the Government of Lebanon in regaining effective authority in the area.

In 2006, a 34-day military conflict erupted between Israel and Hezbollah, after Hezbollah kidnapped
two Israeli soldiers, starting the Israel’s 2006 war on Lebanon. The war lasted until August 14, 2006,
when a cease-fire agreement was reached under UN Security Council Resolution 1701.

This resolution supplemented UNIFIL as we know it today by assisting the Lebanese Armed Forces
(LAF) in taking steps toward the establishment of an area free of any armed personnel, assets, and
weapons between the Blue Line and the Litani River, and assisting the Government of Lebanon, at its
request, in securing its borders and other entry points to prevent the entry of arms or related
materiel into Lebanon without its consent.

This resolution established a civil-military operation with approximately 650 Spanish military, among
other nationalities, overseeing the neutral line between Lebanon and Israel as of today. In September
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UKRAINE: THE UNFORESEEN RESISTANCE

2006, with the passing of the UNSC Resolution 1701, the Spanish Armed Forces deployed to Lebanon.
The majority of the contingent in Operation Libre Hidalgo is based at the 'Miguel de Cervantes' base,
near the town of Marjayoun, which houses the Spanish-led Sector East Headquarters. Spanish troops
are also stationed at the mission headquarters in Naqoura.

On October 9th, this base hosted, for the first time in an operational area, a flag swearing ceremony
for civilian personnel, organized by the Spanish Embassy in Lebanon and the Libre Hidalgo Brigade
XXXVII. As a Spanish student studying in Beirut, I, and other 52 civilians who are part of the Spanish
community in Lebanon, were able to attend this historic event that was held in the framework of the
commemoration of the Spanish National Day, and pledge allegiance to our flag.

Upon arrival at the base, we were able to visit an exhibition of the equipment used by the Spanish
military, before the ceremony began. This ceremony consisted of the induction of the national flag to
the Don Quixote de la Mancha square, with General Olazábal directing the ceremony which also
included a remembrance of those deployed in Latvia and a memorial to the recently deceased
Corporal Serrano. The ceremony was concluded with a military parade.

Because the Spanish Embassy in Lebanon was co-hosting the event, some of the embassy's diplomats
attended. As we were returning from Marjayoun to Beirut, we had the opportunity to speak with the
first diplomat, Hermógenes López, and ask him why Spain holds this position.
He stated that Spain bears responsibility for contributing to international stability. The UN Security
Council asks Spain to act as a mediator because it is perceived as more neutral in this region since it
was not a colonial power.

It should be noted that UNIFIL does not conduct operations on Israeli territory. To this question,
Hermógenes responded that Israel would never allow a UN peacekeeping mission on its territory
because it believes it has enough troops guarding the border and that the problem is not Israel's
stability but the presence of Hezbollah in Lebanon. In response, Israel has the authority and capacity
to request that the United States and the United Kingdom veto a resolution if the UN Security Council
attempts to place troops on its territory.
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